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unless sold outClassic Organs

NEW. Johannus's first portable keyboard. 
This revolutionary 76-note classic organ 
keyboard offers 5 organ styles, 16 integrated 
stop tabs and orchestral sounds incl. piano 
and harpsichord, and in-built speakers. 
RRP $ 5895 + bonus $99 stand. 

JOHANNUS ONE

9872 5122    381 Canterbury Road, Ringwood  www.musicland.com.au 

* VISIT FOR DEMO MODEL SPECIALS * 

Best selling model!
Bringing the high quality sound
experience to home practice,
Studio models are compact and
accessible. The Studio 170
features 30 note RACO
pedalboard and 4 suites of organ
settings. The perfect home
practice organ companion. 
New stock arriving, 
reserve yours now! 

STUDIO 170

Rare pre-loved with popular AGO
pedalboard. Well equipped 44
stop model finished in attractive
darl oak cabinet. Ideal as a
premium home practice
instrument. Be quick to try it! 
One only.

OPUS 370 PRE-LOVED

This very popular three manual
model offers an excellent selection
of 37 stops, with four voicing suites
and legendary Johannus sound
quality. Slim cabinet and modern
design. A worldwide best seller and
outstanding value. 
Last one - be quick! 

STUDIO 370 RACO

NEW LiVE MODEL.
Revolutionary series now in a
compact, slimline console for
a premium home experience.
Three manuals, 49 stops and
fully loaded with 5 unique
cathedral organ sets. An
exciting playing experience! 

LIVE 3T RACO

The latest and greatest in the
organ world! Revolutionary model
that takes real-time organ sound
to new heights. Fully integrated e-
paper stop labels combine with
gently lighted wooden drawstops.
Sloping side jams and incredible
near-field audio system creating
an unparalleled virtual organ
experience. Try it today at Bernies
Music Land. 

JOHANNUS LIVE I I I  AGO

World leader in digital classic organs since 1969.
Amazing 3 manual 'Positive'
design cabinet with advanced
near field audio. Well equipped
with features including lighted
drawstops and 37 versatile
stops with four voicing suites.
Comfortable 30 note RACO
pedalboard is unique to
Australian specifications.  
Ideal for all organ players.
Suitable for use in home,
studio, stage and chapel.
One only.

STUDIO P350 RACO

ORGAN SHOES 
IN STOCK

Australia's Largest Stock of Home and Church Organs

$ 15,982

$ 19,720

$ 25,985

$ 25,396

$ 69,892

$  44,968

$ 5,385

$ 18,969

LIMITED EDITION. Generously featured
and enjoyable to play, the self-
contained Opus 155 model includes
powerful upgraded internal sound
system with 30 stops over two
manuals. Eminently suitable for home,
chapel and smaller spaces where
external systems are not required.
Immediate delivery! 

OPUS 155  RACO

All prices correct at time of printing. E & O. 


